ABSTRACT

Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures have been adopted by a growing number of multi-core designs as a flexible and scalable solution to the increasing wire delay constraints in the deep sub-micron regime. However, the shrinking feature size limits the performance of NoCs due to power and area constraints. Research into the optimization of NoCs has shown that a reduction in the number of buffers in the NoC routers reduces the power and area overhead but degrades the network performance. In this paper, we propose IDEAL, a low-power area-efficient NoC architecture by reducing the number of buffers within the router. To overcome the performance degradation caused by the reduced buffer size, we propose to use adaptive dual-function links capable of data transmission as well as data storage when required. Simulation results for the proposed architecture show that reducing the router buffer size in half and using the adaptive dual-function links achieves nearly 40% savings in buffer power, 30% savings in overall network power and about 41% savings in the router area, with only a marginal 1-3% drop in performance. Moreover, the performance in IDEAL can be further improved by aggressive and speculative flow control techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technology scaling in the deep sub-micron regime has exacerbated the interconnect design issues such as the global wire delays that do not scale as fast as the gate delays [1], thereby restricting the use of ad-hoc and global shared wiring in the current MultiProcessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) paradigm [2, 3] and leading to the emergence of modular and scalable packet-switched Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. One of the major research challenges currently faced by NoC designers is that of power dissipation, as concluded by the recent NSF sponsored workshop on on-chip networks [11] - “The most important technology constraint for on-chip networks is power consumption” [9]. Power is dissipated by the NoCs in communicating data across the links as well as in the storage and switching functions within the routers [9]. Researchers have shown that almost 46% of the router power was consumed by the input buffers and 54% of the router area was dominated by the crossbar [11]. With the increasing need for low-power architectures, these power consumption and chip area trends for NoCs have initiated several research efforts into optimizing the buffer design [6, 8], minimizing the crossbar power [10, 12], incorporating topological [12, 13, 14, 15] and routing optimizations [16], and improving network performance [17, 18, 19, 20].

It is well known that the input buffers account for significant router power budget and chip area [8, 11]. Reducing the number of input buffers to reduce the power consumption and area overhead degrades the network performance as the performance and flow control are primarily characterized by the input buffers [21]. Wormhole switching [22] allowed the flits (the basic unit of flow control, a packet consists of several flits) of the same packet to be in several routers and alleviated the need for large buffers. Virtual Channel (VC) flow control [23] decoupled the channel state from the channel bandwidth and organized the input buffer as several independent flit buffers allocated to different packets, alleviating the head-of-line (HoL) blocking effects. Credit-based flow control ensures that the downstream router has sufficient buffer resources to accept the flit from the upstream router, thereby preventing the packet/flit from being dropped. For power and area constrained NoC design, reducing the size of the input buffer leads to a reduction in either the number of VCs or the buffer depth, both of which are very critical for overall network performance.

Current high speed VLSI designs require repeater insertion along the wires in order to meet the stringent timing
requirements and overcome the quadratic increase in delay with the wire length [1, 5, 24]. Research into the optimization of these repeaters has shown that the repeaters can also be designed to sample and maintain data line voltage levels when required [25]. Therefore, with repeaters as potential storage elements, we can use them as buffers along the links by triggering a control signal at high network loads when there are no more buffers in the router.

In this paper, we propose iDEAL, inter-router dual-function, energy and area-efficient links for NoCs that achieve a reduction in power consumption and area overhead without significant loss in performance, by employing circuit and architectural techniques at the inter-router links and the router buffers respectively. At the links, we deploy circuit level enhancements to the existing repeaters so that they double as buffers when required. We propose two control techniques that enable the repeaters to adaptively function as buffers during congestion. While the first technique using a switched capacitor is suitable for designs with low implementation overhead, the second circuit employs a self-correcting double-sampling technique to guarantee error-free operation at high frequencies at a marginally higher power consumption. Both the proposed control techniques achieve reliable operation at variable clock speeds and consume significantly lower power compared to a conventional repeater-based control line, as the proposed control blocks can be disabled in the absence of congestion.

At the router buffer, we deploy architectural techniques such as static and dynamic buffer allocation to prevent performance degradation, while sustaining or improving the performance of a generic router. The static buffer management scheme decreases the network performance due to either insufficient buffers or unused buffer slots [8]. Unlike static allocation, dynamic buffer management allocates the incoming flit to any free buffer slot, leading to higher network throughput, although at the cost of higher control management. As a congestion control circuit exists from the network throughput, although at the cost of higher control logic. The second control circuit employs a self-correcting double-sampling technique to guarantee error-free operation at high frequencies at a marginally higher power consumption. Both the proposed control techniques achieve reliable operation at variable clock speeds and consume significantly lower power compared to a conventional repeater-inserted control line, as the proposed control blocks can be disabled in the absence of congestion.

In this section, we detail the implementation of the dual-function links and the associated control logic. Figure 1 shows the proposed repeater-inserted interconnect, with the conventional repeaters replaced by three-state repeaters. A single stage of the three-state repeaters comprises of a three-state repeater inserted segment along all the wires in the link. When the control input to a repeater stage is low, the three-state repeaters in that stage function like the conventional repeaters transmitting data. When the control input to the repeater stage is high, the repeaters in that stage are tri-stated and hold the data bit in position. Once congestion is alleviated, the control logic is disabled and the three-state repeaters return to the conventional mode of operation. The adaptive dual-function links hence enable a decrease in the number of buffers within the router and save appreciable power and area.

3. DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE DUAL-FUNCTION LINKS

3.1 Dual-function Link Implementation

In this section, we detail the implementation of the dual-function links and the associated control logic. Figure 1 shows the proposed repeater-inserted interconnect, with the conventional repeaters replaced by three-state repeaters. A single stage of the three-state repeaters comprises of a three-state repeater inserted segment along all the wires in the link. When the control input to a repeater stage is low, the three-state repeaters in that stage function like the conventional repeaters transmitting data. When the control input to the repeater stage is high, the repeaters in that stage are tri-stated and hold the data bit in position. Once congestion is alleviated, the control logic is disabled and the three-state repeaters return to the conventional mode of operation. The adaptive dual-function links hence enable a decrease in the number of buffers within the router and save appreciable power and area.

3.2 Control Block Implementation

The control block enables the three-state repeater inserted link to function as a dual-function link during congestion. A single control block is sufficient to control the functionality of all the repeaters in one stage. Thus the overhead of the control circuitry is negligible compared to the savings in power and area obtained by reducing the router buffer size. We provide two possible implementations of the control circuit considering different design requirements such as implementation complexity and reliable operation at varying frequencies. Figure 2 shows the implementation of the proposed control block using a switched-capacitor design. The
Figure 1: The proposed inter-router link using three-state repeaters that function as channel buffers during congestion.

Figure 2: Proposed switched-capacitor based control block.

capacitor charges and discharges through the pass transistors that are controlled by the clock. The switched capacitor circuit delays the incoming congestion signal by one clock cycle. Though this circuit offers a low implementation overhead, it does not have an error-recovery mechanism in case of timing errors at high frequencies. In Figure 3, the control block is implemented using a self-checking double-sampling technique that enables reliable operation at high frequencies. The incoming congestion signal is sampled by two flip-flops operating at the same clock speed. The supplement flip-flop shown in Figure 3 receives a slightly offset clock with respect to the prime flip-flop, such that the data is ensured to be correctly sampled at the offset clock edge in spite of any timing errors on the data signal. The multiplexer (MUX) selects the data from the supplement flip-flop, in the event of an error. This circuit consumes a slightly greater area and power than the circuit in Figure 2, but offers a reliable error-free operation under varying frequencies.

The proposed control block implementations in Figures 2 and 3 provide the following advantages: (1) The control circuit behaves as a delay module as well as a repeater for the congestion signal. In addition, the control circuit shown in Figure 3 operates accurately at variable clock speeds and enables error-recovery in case of timing errors. (2) The control block can be turned OFF by the clocking circuitry when there is no congestion, thus reducing the power consumption along the congestion control line.

Figure 4 illustrates the data-flow control along the link using four repeater stages and corresponding control blocks. During cycle 1, the incoming congestion signal causes the data bit to be held by the zeroth repeater stage, while the remaining stages function as conventional repeaters. After a one clock-cycle delay in the control block, the congestion signal travels to the next stage in cycle 2 and causes it to hold the data bit in position. The remaining two stages still continue to function as conventional repeaters. Cycle 3 shows the congestion-release signal arriving at the zeroth stage. This causes the data in that stage to be output while the congestion signal travels to the second stage and causes it to hold the data. Thus the three-state repeaters are successively switched to function as link buffers during congestion, and then successively released to continue as repeaters once congestion is alleviated.

4. DESIGN OF ROUTER BUFFER

4.1 NoC Router Architecture

In packet-switched NoCs, every processing element (PE) is connected to a NoC component (router), with most NoCs commonly adopting network topologies such as mesh, or folded torus for regularity and modularity[16, 21, 26, 28] as shown in Figure 5(a). In wormhole switching, each packet that arrives on the input port progresses through router pipeline stages (routing computation(RC), virtual channel allocation (VA), switch allocation (SA), switch traversal (ST)) before it is delivered to the appropriate output port [21]. At each intermediate router, only the header flit of every packet is responsible for the first two pipeline stages of RC and VA, whereas individual flits arbitrate for the SA stage. Each router pipeline stage requires a single clock cycle for every operation. After ST, the flit is transferred on the channel between the routers in the Link Traversal (LT) stage.
4.2 Static Allocated Router Buffers

The proposed statically allocated router buffer design with congestion control is shown in Figure 5(b). Router buffers can be implemented as either SRAMs (Static Random Access Memory) or as FIFO (First-In-First-Out) shift registers. FIFO registers are better suited for power-constrained area-efficient NoC architectures [30] as SRAMs require additional area for the address decoding logic and involve higher switching activity during memory accesses. Hence a parallel FIFO implementation is used in iDEAL architecture as shown in Figure 5(b).

For a router architecture with P ports, v VCs/port and r flit buffers/VC the total number of buffers/port is z = vr. Each input VC is associated with a VC state table [8, 21]. It maintains the state for each incoming packet and ensures that the body flits are routed to the correct output port. The VCID (VC Identifier) of the incoming flit allows the DEMUX to switch to the correct input VC. The RP (read pointer) and the WP (write pointer) are used to read the flit into the buffer and write the flit out to the crossbar. The RP points to the next flit to be transmitted and WP points to a null pointer, indicating an empty flit to write the incoming data. OP (output port) is provided by the RC stage, OVC (output VC) is provided by the VA stage. CR (credits) indicates the total amount of storage available at the downstream router. Given that each VC has r credits, for every flit transmitted to the downstream router, a credit is consumed. Status field at the end indicates the current status of the VC - idle, waiting, routing, VA, SA, ST, and others. When the RP reads a flit out of the buffer, a credit is returned to the upstream router to indicate that it can send another flit.

In the generic NoCs design, the total number of input buffers is vr per input port. With the wires doubling as buffers, we have additional c buffers in the channel. Therefore, the total storage now available becomes vr + c. The number of credits available at each VC is (vr + c)/z. This allows routers to send additional flits into the network, even if the storage is in the channel, instead of the router buffer. Other than the congestion control unit, all other functionalities are identical to the generic router architecture. Every VC state table maintains another field C* which indicates congestion. As the buffer implemented is a FIFO buffer, if the WP does not point to a null buffer, and WP = RP, then the C* field is set. This causes the congestion control to be activated which in turn holds the data in the network channel itself. When a flit is read from the buffer, RP moves to the next buffer, clears congestion C* field, which in turn allows data flits to enter into the router.

From the perspective of implementation, this nominal change does not impact the design of the network router architecture. Moreover, significant power savings and area gain can be obtained. However, from the perspective of performance, this design leads to head-of-line (HoL) blocking in the channel buffers at high network load. When the congestion field C* is set for a particular VC, the corresponding flits are held in the network channel. These flits block the flits headed towards other VCs, although the other VCs may have their C* field cleared. Therefore unavailability of buffers in any one of the VCs causes flits headed to all other VCs to be blocked. A more attractive alternative is dynamic allocated router buffers as explained in the next section.

4.3 Dynamic Allocated Router Buffers

In designing dynamically allocated router buffers, our goal is to maximize the throughput of the network without increasing the router latency. Link list [27] and circular buffers [28] have either the latency penalty or the crossbar scaling issue. As ViChaR's [8] table based approach had solved issues pertaining to latency, we have adopted a similar idea but limited the number of VCs to prevent excess control overhead.

Figure 6 explains the dynamically allocated router buffer proposed for iDEAL. We adopt the unified buffer architecture and augment the architecture with a 'Unified VC State Table' (UVST). In this case, there are v VCs/port, z buffer slots/port and c channel buffers, with r approximately z/v. This state table is simply an extension of the VC state table of the generic case. This unified state table is comparable in size to the generic case. Given the resource-constrained environment for NoCs, the size of this table is minimal and...
Free is the number of router−×−per VC is the number of link buffers. For \( F_0 \) at the output) is similar to the generic case and an in addition to the \( F \) \( F \) is the \( r \) \( c \).

Input Flit congestion detection rests with the BSA. When BSA finds the maximum number of credits available for a particular VC. The number of buffer slots available depends on used to identify the location of the flit assigned to the particular VC. The number of buffer slots available depends on the maximum number of credits available for a particular VC. For fairness purposes, the number of credits is equally divided between all the different VCs. The responsibility for congestion detection rests with the BSA. When BSA finds only a single non-null pointer in its base table, it will trigger the congestion signal. To determine whether the input buffers are full, a small counter that counts the number of free slots is maintained and when this counter reaches one, we trigger the congestion signal. Similarly a departing flit will create a free buffer slot releasing the congestion signal. A single buffer slot combined with a dynamic spare VC for every output port can be maintained to ensure deadlock recover[8].

In the proposed aggressively speculated iDEAL architecture, the number of credits is doubled to \( 2(z + c)/v \) per VC slot. In the generic case, this aggressive speculation will trigger dropped flits due to lack of buffer storage. However, in iDEAL, when there is no buffer storage available, the upstream router will feel the backpressure from the downstream router due to the congestion signal. This will prevent the upstream router from transmitting any further flits. Therefore, we can overcome the credit turn-around time without having to sacrifice throughput in iDEAL. Further increasing the number of credits arbitrarily can lead to deadlocks as packets from a single VC may then occupy the channel buffers, thereby blocking other flits/packets.

In iDEAL, HoL blocking in the channel buffers due to static buffer allocation can be overcome by dynamic buffer allocation based on a table approach as described above. These channel buffers can be viewed as serial FIFO buffers used within the routers. Therefore, eliminating the HoL blocking is critical in iDEAL. Moreover, the throughput of the network can be further increased by aggressive speculation as explained before. Static allocation of buffer slots simplifies the overall design as it requires minimum extension over a generic NoC router architecture. Dynamic allocation of buffer slots significantly reduces the HoL blocking. This achieves much higher throughput while saving in chip area and reducing the power consumption.

**5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

In this section, we evaluate the router buffers and the proposed dual-function links in terms of power dissipation, area overhead and overall network performance. We consider \( 8 \times 8 \) mesh and folded torus topologies with 4-stage pipelined router design. Each router has \( P = 5 \) input ports (4 for each direction and 1 for the PE). The baseline design considered has 4 VCs per input port, with each VC having 4 flit buffers in the router, for a total of 80 flit buffers (= 5 × 4 × 4). Each packet consists of 4 flits and each flit is 128 bits long. For the design with the adaptive dual-function links, we consider 5 different cases where some or all of the repeaters along the link are replaced by the link buffers. The notation followed for the different cases is of \( vN_{V} - r_{N_{B}} - c_{N_{C}} \), where \( vN_{V} \) is the number of VCs per input port, \( r_{N_{B}} \) is the number of router buffers per VC and \( c_{N_{C}} \) is the number of link buffers. For example, the baseline is denoted as \( v4 - r4 - c0 \), implying 4 VCs per input port, 4 router buffers per VC and 0 link buffers. For a fair comparison with the baseline, the number of buffers eliminated from the router is added to the set of link buffers. In each case, the design is implemented in Verilog and synthesized using the Synopsys Design Compiler tool and the TSMC 90 nm technology library. The power dissipation and area overhead in the links and the router are obtained for each case at a supply voltage of 1 V and an operating frequency of 500 MHz.
5.1 Power and Area Estimation for the Inter-router Links

The power per segment of the repeater-inserted link is given by

\[ P_{\text{segment}} = P_{\text{dynamic}} + P_{\text{leakage}} + P_{\text{short-ckt}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( P_{\text{dynamic}} \) is the switching power, \( P_{\text{leakage}} \) is the power due to the subthreshold leakage current and \( P_{\text{short-ckt}} \) is the power due to the short-circuit current. The power per segment is multiplied by the number of segments and the link width to obtain the total link power dissipation for a flit traversal. When a conventional repeater is replaced by a three-state repeater, there is an additional capacitance due to the added transistors, as shown in Figure 1. The increase in the switching capacitance increases the total power consumed by the links. Power is also dissipated in the control blocks controlling the repeater stages, when they are enabled during congestion.

In calculating the power values, the inter-router links are assumed to be 2 \( \text{mm} \) long for the mesh network. The average channel length doubles in case of the folded torus network [12] and hence the inter-router links are 4 \( \text{mm} \) long. In the baseline design, there are 8 optimally spaced conventional repeaters along each wire of the 128-bit wide links. The total power consumed by the link per flit traversal is 2.45 m\( \text{W} \) for the 8 \( \times \) 8 mesh and 3.94 m\( \text{W} \) for the 8 \( \times \) 8 folded torus. When all the 8 conventional repeaters are replaced by channel buffers, the total power consumed in the link for every flit traversal is found to be 3.55 m\( \text{W} \) for the mesh and 5.04 m\( \text{W} \) for the folded torus. In the presence of congestion, the power dissipated by the switched-capacitor control block is found to be 2.089 \( \mu \text{W} \) and by the control block with double sampling technique is found to be 6.1 \( \mu \text{W} \). The additional control logic thus consumes only a small fraction of the total power dissipated in the inter-router links. The repeaters and the wires utilize different metal layers and their area overheads are independent of each other [31]. The area consumed by the repeater stages along a 128-bit link is found to be 32 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) in case of the baseline and 80 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \) when all the 8 conventional repeaters along the link are replaced by three-state repeaters.

5.2 Power and Area Estimation for the Router

This section summarizes the power estimation for the buffers, the crossbar and the arbiter in the router. The router buffers are implemented as FIFO registers with the associated control logic. The control logic maintains the read/write pointers that select the appropriate signals from an input demultiplexer and an output multiplexer. When the number of VCs or the buffer depth per VC is changed, the size and number of components within the buffer changes, altering the power consumption and area. Considering both the write and read operations in the buffer, the total power (including the dynamic and the leakage power) consumed for a 128-bit flit in the buffer is estimated to be 19.54 m\( \text{W} \), for the baseline design with 16 buffer slots. Decreasing the buffer size by 4 buffer slots (25\%) leads to a power savings of 25.74\% compared to the baseline. Power reduces by 40.78\% when the buffer size is reduced to 50\% of the baseline.

A two-stage matrix arbiter design [32] is considered with the first stage selecting one output from the \( v \) VCs of a port and the second stage arbitrating among the \( P \cdot v \) inputs from each of the \( P \) ports. In case of 4 VCs, the two-stage arbiter consumes a power of 0.15 m\( \text{W} \), for a single arbitration task. When the number of VCs is decreased to 3, the power consumed by the arbiter reduces to 0.09 m\( \text{W} \) per arbitration.

5.3 Comparison of the different cases

Table 1 shows a comparison of the power estimations for various link and router buffer configurations. The first configuration shown is the baseline case and uses no link buffers. Change in power in each of the other cases is expressed as a percentage increase (+) or a percentage decrease (−) with respect to the baseline. As the number of router buffers is decreased, the power consumed by the buffer per flit reduces significantly. A maximum power savings of 31.15\% is achieved for the third case that uses only half the number of router buffers compared to the baseline. The last case shown replaces only a single router buffer with a buffer along the link and does not achieve significant power savings compared to the baseline.

5.4 Simulation Methodology

A cycle-accurate on-chip network simulator was used to conduct a detailed evaluation of the proposed link and router buffer design in both a 8 \( \times \) 8 mesh and a 8 \( \times \) 8 folded torus networks. The test configurations are represented in the results as \( \text{vnV} \cdot \text{rnR} \cdot \text{ncC} \), where \( \text{vnV} \) is the number of VCs per input port, \( \text{rnR} \) is the number of router buffers per VC and \( \text{ncC} \) is the number of link buffers. For simplicity, they will be referred to as \( \text{vnV} \cdot \text{rnR} \cdot \text{ncC} \) in the following discussion. The test configurations evaluated were \( \text{vnV} \cdot \text{rnR} \cdot \text{ncC} = 4-4-0 \) (baseline), 4-3-4, 4-2-8, 3-4-4, 3-3-7 and 5-3-1. For synthetic traffic patterns, packets were injected according to Bernoulli process based on the network load for a given simulation run. The network load is varied from 0.1 − 0.9 of the network capacity. The simulator was warmed up under load without taking measurements until steady state was reached. Then a sample of injected packets were labelled during a measurement interval. The simulation was allowed to run until all the labelled packets reached their destinations. For SPLASH-2 suite benchmarks [33], the network traces with precise timing information were gathered by running the benchmarks on RSIM [34] for 64 nodes and then simulated on our proposed cycle accurate network simulator.

We tested our hypothesis of using static and dynamic buffer allocation schemes on several traffic patterns such as: (1) Uniform Random, where each node randomly selects its destinations with equal probability and (2) Permutation Patterns, where each node selects a fixed destination based on the permutations. We evaluated the performance on the following permutation patterns: Bit-Reversal, Butterfly, Matrix Transpose, Complement, Perfect Shuffle, Neighbor and (3) SPLASH-2 suite benchmarks covering a spectrum of memory sharing and access patterns [33]. These include FFT with input data set 64\( K \) points; LU with 256 \( \times \) 256,16 \( \times \) 16
block; mp3d with 48000 molecules; Radix with 1M integers, 1024 radix and Water-n-squared with 512 molecules.

5.5 Simulation Results and Discussion

We evaluate the proposed iDEAL architecture in terms of the input buffer power consumed, saturation throughput achieved, average latency and the overall power consumed by the network. The following discussion presents the simulation results for the individual cases as well as a comparison of the throughput and buffer power for all the cases considered.

Input Buffer Power: Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the total power (both the dynamic and the leakage power) dissipated in the input buffers for the uniform traffic pattern in the 8 × 8 mesh and the 8 × 8 folded torus networks respectively, at a network load of 0.5. For the mesh topology, the power savings in the 4-3-4 configuration using dynamic buffer allocation is nearly 24% as shown in Figure 7(a). The power savings for the 4-2-8 configuration (reducing the buffer depth from 4 to 2 per VC) is about 40%. The 3-4-4 configuration shows 22% savings in buffer power alone. Similar results are observed for the folded torus topology with the 4-2-8 configuration achieving a power savings of almost 39% as shown in Figure 7(b). Therefore significant power savings is obtained in all the cases by reducing the buffer size.

Throughput, Latency and Power: Figure 8 shows the saturation throughput, average latency and overall network power for uniform traffic at varying network load, for the 8 × 8 mesh and the 8 × 8 folded torus networks. From Figure 8(a), for the mesh topology, the saturation throughput shows almost similar performance for 4-4-0, 3-4-4 and 4-3-4. The decrease in the number of VCs for the 3-4-4 or the buffer depth for the 4-3-4 do not significantly affect the throughput. The more interesting point is 4-2-8 which shows only about 4% drop in performance. This result is significant as we can save almost 42% of the buffer size and yet achieve similar performance as the baseline configuration by dynamically allocating the buffer resources to flits. The additional buffers along the link ensure that the flow of data flits is not hampered at high network loads even though there are fewer buffers in the router. For the folded torus topology, Figure 8(d) shows that the saturation throughput is almost unaffected for all cases.

The average latency plots shown in Figures 8(b) and 8(e) indicate that the network saturates at about 0.3 for the mesh topology and at about 0.35 for the folded torus topology. The total power consumed in the network, including the buffer, arbiter, switch, links and control blocks, is shown in Figures 8(c) and 8(f) for a network workload of 0.5. The plots indicate that the buffers and the links account for a significant fraction of the total power. The power dissipated in the control blocks is negligible and is not visible at the scale considered in the plots. For both the mesh and the folded torus topologies, the 4-2-8 case shows about 30% decrease in the total network power. The 4-3-4 and 3-4-4 configurations show a reduction of almost 20% of the network power while the 3-3-7 configuration shows the network power reducing by almost 27%. All the configurations achieve a reduction in power compared to the baseline, by reducing the router buffer size.
Comparison of Throughput: Figure 9(a) shows a comparison of 4-3-4 and the 4-2-8 schemes of the iDEAL architecture, the Fully-Connected Circular Buffer (FC-CB) technique [28] and the Dynamically Allocated Multiqueue (DAMQ) buffers [27]. The FC-CB shows a similar performance as the dynamically allocated 4-4-0 configuration. The 4-3-4 and the 4-2-8 cases achieve about 4% improvement in throughput over the FC-CBs, as the FC-CB design involves a significant latency in shifting flits through the circular buffer at every new flit arrival. Compared to the DAMQ architecture, the 4-3-4 achieves about 12.5% improvement in saturation throughput. The DAMQ requires a three-cycle delay to update the pointers at every flit arrival. Therefore the iDEAL architecture achieves significant improvement in performance over both the FC-CB and the DAMQ designs.

Throughput and Power using Aggressive Speculation: Figures 9(b) and 9(c) show the saturation throughput and overall network power using an aggressive speculation technique, for the 8 × 8 folded torus network under uniform traffic at varying network load. The number of credits available to the upstream router is speculatively increased to 8 as the congestion control circuit enables an aggressive flit transmission without waiting for the credits from the downstream router. Figure 9(b) shows that the saturation throughput for the 4-2-8 improves by about 10% compared to the baseline. Therefore the speculative flow control technique improves performance improvement for the iDEAL architecture along with significant power and area savings.

Throughput and Power for All Synthetic Traffic Patterns and SPLASH-2 suite benchmarks: Figure 10(a) shows the power consumed at the input buffers and Figure 10(c) shows the throughput achieved at a network load of 0.5 for the 8 × 8 mesh network, with static and dynamic buffer allocation for all traffic patterns including Uniform (UN), Complement (CO), Perfect Shuffle (PS), Butterfly (BU), Bit Reversal (BR), Matrix Transpose (MT), Neighbor (NE) and Tornado (TO) for 3 configurations, namely 4-4-0, 4-3-4 and 4-2-8. Power savings is obtained for both the 4-3-4 and the 4-2-8 cases under all the traffic patterns. For the Complement traffic pattern, static buffer allocation provides 57% savings in buffer power for the 4-2-8 configuration as compared to the baseline, where as with dynamic buffer allocation, the savings decreases to 40%. From Figure 10(c), there is no appreciable decrease in throughput for the dynamic case for all traffic patterns.

Dynamic buffer allocation provides the flexibility for the flits to be allocated to any available buffer slot and is not as restrictive as the static allocation.

Figures 10(b) and 10(d) show the normalized power and normalized execution time respectively, for the selected SPLASH-2 suite benchmarks for 4-4-0, 4-3-4 and 4-2-8 configurations with dynamic buffer allocation. The normalization is carried out with respect to the baseline 4-4-0 configuration. From Figure 10(b), the power savings from the 4-3-4 and 4-2-8 configurations are 20% and 30% respectively. From Figure 10(d), the 4-3-4 and 4-2-8 configurations do not show significant drop in performance, in fact the drop is less than 1%. Therefore, dynamic allocation with link buffers does not degrade performance and provides significant power savings for all SPLASH-2 benchmarks.

6. CONCLUSION

As recent research has shown, the major issue facing on-chip networks is the ever increasing power consumption. iDEAL proposes to reduce the number of buffers within the router, thereby achieving a significant savings in power and area. As this impacts performance, we provide dual-function links which can be used for storage when required. Simulation results show that by reducing the router buffer size in half, iDEAL achieves nearly 40% reduction in buffer power.
alone and more than 30% savings in the overall network power. The dynamically assigned buffers with aggressive speculative flow control show up to 10% improvement in performance, dynamically assigned buffers without speculation show a marginal 1-3% drop in performance and statically assigned router buffers show a 10 - 20% drop in the network performance. This paper shows that eliminating some of the buffers in the router and using adaptive link buffers saves an appreciable amount of power and area, without significant degradation in the throughput or latency.
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Figure 9: (a) Throughput Comparison for the 4-3-4 and 4-2-8 iDEAL configurations, Fully Connected Circular Buffers (FC-CB) and Dynamically Allocated Multiqueue (DAMQ) Buffers, under Uniform traffic for 8 × 8 mesh network. (b) Throughput and (c) Overall network power (at network load = 0.5) for Aggressive Speculation using 8 credits, under Uniform traffic for 8 × 8 folded torus network.
Figure 10: (a) Buffer power for synthetic traffic (b) Normalized Overall network power for SPLASH-2 benchmarks (c) Throughput for synthetic traffic (d) Normalized Execution time for SPLASH-2 benchmarks. Synthetic traffic patterns (Uniform (UN), Complement (CO), Tornado (TO), Perfect Shuffle (PS), Bit-Reversal (BR), Matrix Transpose (MT), Neighbor (NE) and Butterfly (BU)) are considered under both static (S) and dynamic (D) buffer allocation schemes.


